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Editorial: 	 . . 	 . 	. 

1 am sorry to report that we are once again on.the move as far as a 
monthly meeting place is concerned. The Mason's Arms is no longer 
able to accommodate us and we have now found anew venue- 

The Lamb and Flag 
33 Rose Street, 

H 	London W.C.2. 	 H 

Rose Street is on the south side of Long Acre. 	The nearest 
underground station is Lei•cester Square. - The meetings will be at 
the usual time of 7.30 p.m. on the first Monday of the month except 
public holidays-etc. when they will be on the following Monday. 

I would appreciate any comments or editorial for theprogramme at 
my home address, and I would like to take this opportunity of-

t . wishing. you all a happy and successful new year. 

Subscriptions 	. 	• 	 . . 

Members are reminded that the annual subscriptions are due in March. 
Those who have not already done so are asked to send the 
remittahce as soon as possible so that the circulation list can be 
completed 	: 	 • 	. . 	. . 	I 
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NOTES ON SOME GPEAT TSUBA MA1RS 

A tsuba must fulfil two functions. 	It must, by its very essence 
be an effective, practical guard on a weapon. 	That is to say it 
must be completely functional or its raison-d'etre has gone. 
Secondly it must have a beauty of design that goes beyond the 
mere fact that it may be made of precious metal as this may be 
accomplished in mere iron, indeed many would say that both these 
criteria may be fulfilled better in iron than other materials. 
It is iron tsuba that 'design may be fully appreciated as the eye 
is unencumbered with glitter and may go straight to the 'heart of 
the matter'. 	We see therefore, that tsuba combined the talents 
of form, colour and texture found in other art forms, such as 
painting, with the skills of the sculptor. 

The following notes tell something of some of the greatest makers 
of tsuba:- 	 - 

Kane iye 

The name Kaneiye was not widely known in Japan until the latter C 
part of the 18th century. 	It is thought probable that this was 
due to the emergence of the Kinko artists of the early middle Edo 
period which gained popularity of the masses, whilst the earlier •  
iron works of people such as Kaneiye and Nobuiye, although still 
appreciated by the nobility faded somewhat. 	It was not until the 
later Edo period, probably with the patronage of those infamous 
rich merchants, who realised they were prized possessions of the 
upper classes, that they once again gained popularity. 	The 
demand for this style of tsuba created the Tesunin and Saga 
Kaneiye school revivals, directly sponsored by the merchant 
classes. 

The name Kaneiye refers to two masters. 	The artist referred to 
in the Soken Kisho published in the Temmei era (17 81- 17 89) 
published by Inaba Tsuryo refers to the first Kaneiye 
(Yamashiro Kaneiye) but he is now known to be the second. 	Inaba 
Tsuryo thought that Tetsunin and his school were the second 
generation. 	This was challenged by a certain Akiyama Kyusaka 
in the early part of the 20th century. 	He made an extensive 	t 
study into Kaneiye tsuba, during which he found three pieces 
that he was certain were by the same master, but older and of 
better quality to those attributed to Meijin Shodai Kaneiye, 
- previously known as Kaneiye I. 	These three were signed Joshu 
Fushini ju Kaneiye. 	These tsuba changed all existing theories 
on Kaneiye tsuba, and the above mentioned Joshu Kaneiye is now 
considered to be the Dai Shodai Kaneiye (First Great Kaneiye). 

The work of Yamashiro Fushini ju Kaneiye is now thought to be the 
second master of this name. 	He is referred to as Mel jin 
Kaneiye (Masterful First Kaneiye) or simply- as Yanashiro 
Kaneiye or Kaneiye II. 
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Kaneiye I 	 -- 

• 	The Joshu-Kaneiye mebtioned above lived in the village of Fushimi 
and -worked. in the Momoyama period, probably about 1558-.90. 

Fushimi. was a small village, south of Kyoto; 	It was serene and 

r remote with many temples..and had a strong atmosphere :or. r:e lig ion . 
Kaneiye's work reflected.this, and he -signed his work as :aH 	- 

	

• 	resident of 'Fushimi,,in - 'Joshu (ramashiro province). 	It.was.at  
• Fushimi in 1592 that Hideyoshi built a magnificant castle which 

may explain why Kaneiye toâk up 'residence there. 	The: castle 
was destroyed by. Tokugawa Xeyasu in 1600 and the entire city was 
reduced to ashes after Sekigamara. 	It is still a tourist 

0 	attraction and many romantics still visit Momoyama Hill, :from which the age took its name. 	- 

It may be due to the fact that so many disasters struck the area 
that' there are so few examples of Kaneiye's work -  in exfst'ence. 
It may also be that he did not start work until late in life. 
Only five -works are known..' - F -tom -these may be seen strong - 

	

( 	influence- from the Katchushi. or Ko-Shoami schools' and of the 
Hoju and Onin schools.'- , - It- is reasonable- to assunie that he 
combined the best of these' styles  and synthesised his own style. 

- He used landscape subjects combining relief - carving with' the -use of 
inlay with various me-tale. 	The plate is of the Oroshigane -type 
(smelted sand iron) and forged to perfecti-on-in the two fold 
method of the Katàhushi style. 	The colour of the plate varies 
between a deep reddish black to a rich red-brown. His iron 
resembles that of the 'old Katchushi -style with mixtures of - 
Heianjo-ogan and Ko-Shoami inlay blended into a 'style 'of his 
own depicting nature and the pervading religious atmosphere of, - 

- the Momoyama-'priod. 

Kaneiye II  

Both the first and second Kaneiyes  work etc. are very similar. 
Some schools of thought think that because of this similarity, 
and because of the fact that their-total 'output of.work was so 

£ 	
5m33, they may have been one '-and the 'same persons. - 	- - 

Both Kareie's' work was of the same subject' matter, landscapes 
and'religious themás. 	This'wóuld not be surprising as, even 
if they were different people,.'theyiboth lived in Fushimi. - - 
The main difference between the two was in signature. 	The, 
signature 'of 'the first master was always Joshu K-ushimi (no) ju 
Kaneie whilst- the second signed- -always Yamashiro (no). Kuni - 
Fushimi (no) 'ju Kaneiye.' The signature'of the:seconl -will be •-, - 
known to members, it having been forged many times in later • 
years 'an'd'used on the work of the Saga,school. 	• t - , -- 	 -- 
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No bu lye 

::.The famous.}fiochin"zrmourer:j1aned Nobuiye.(see last - programme) 
who w.orked't't the end of: the Mornoyaraa period' is not thought to 
be the tsuba maker of the same name. There Is some evidence 
to suggest that', they may have: been related, 'although. probably 
at directly and they were both working at the sane time -'so may 

well have -known, of each others: existenbe.. ' A comparison of 
signatures of' Nobuiye that are 'qonsidered' genuine, may be an 
"indication that,'. like 'the Kaneiye' theory in reverSe, there may 
have been more than one man 'working1 ' ' There' are  eleven distinct 
signatures using only the two' characters Nobu lye. 	They 'may be 
put into: two distinct groups and probably represent two 
generations.. The signatures. of the' first generation are. light, 
'gentle and tasteful, whilst those of the second are bolder and 
thick. 

The style .of workmanship, in' both :generations is very similar. 
The, colour of the iron ranged from dark brotn to deep blackish 
grey with a wet or glazed, appearance.,, A great variety, of 
surface textures and, engraving, is evident :with designs including ( 
tortoise shell patterns, torn -gate,, seal,s, ho-ho birds,' and'in 
relief,:desi'gns of plum: ,tree, cherry blossom' and pine needles. 

The-work of-the, second generation Nobuiye, like the signature, is 
'bolder.: and slightly more crude in feeling. 	His work is generally 
of a' lower standard: than the first', but -a few works are of equal 
quality.  

Towards the end of.the.Tckugawa period there was a demand for 
Nobuiye's tsuba and it was of course catered' for by the forgers. 
There was', however, a conscious-attempt to revive the styleand' 
most fell well short of their "target". 	The best reproductions 
were by Iwata Norisuke the first and second, father and son, the 
son was rated higher than the father. 

Umetada .11yoju  

Umetada Myojü musthavë been some kind of.genius. 	He is.known 
for'his, horimono -work': blü&e making, sword appraising as well 
as being a great tsuba maker. 	He worked as a retainer of 
Ashikaga Yoshiaki', Toyotorni'Hicley.oshi and ,Hideyoshi's son 
Hicletsugu...' He was also called Shigeyoshi and 4Kikojiro and 
was a member of the Umetada family., .4 	 '•i' ;  

it isnof'knownwhatMyo'ju's position in the familywas. 
Umetad *ork beforeI1yoju,:isknown,'as'Ko-Umetada . afld, there is 
work of very high qualityby a maker named Nitsutada. ,  The 
work' of Mitsutada is slightly older than thatcf Myoju and he 
is thought to be.án uncle or great uncle .of.Nyoiu who rnay.have 
received some instruction•'from him. 	Mitsutada conveniently 
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bridges the gap between Ko-Umetada and Myoju. 

Myoju was skilled at working in allmetals but preferred iron 
brass or copper. 	His iron tends to be of medium hardness but 
some have, softer plates in order that they may carry certain 
soft metal decorations; 

The temering IS very fine as would be expected. from :sornene 
known as the father of the Shinto style and founder of thO 
Hizen school. 	He signed his work Umetada Myoju or simply 
Umetada, although many pieces are unsigned.  

His designs are varied, but he did not use:relief.inlay in his 
work as did other Umetadfl, nor did his designs include 
landscapes.. His work shows his ability as a painter with his 
engraving style called tagare bashiri (moving-chisel) meaning 
that it was fluid. 	He used gold, silver shakuçio, shibuchi 
and copper in his inlay. 	He was particularly -brilliant-at 
hira-zogan and in numone. 	Hewas considered superior in- 

C both decoration and the making of the plate to all of the Kinko 
workers of the Tokugawa period.  

Yasuchika 	 . . 

Yasuchika was born in 1670 (Kanbun 10) inshonai. - Tip to the 
age of jk he studied under the master Chinkyuof the Shonai 

• 	Shoarpi school. 	He rñarried the daughter of his master and had 
one son, but he left them nine yearS later. 	His father, 
Karenon had jone to Edo and Yasuchika fcllowed him, -hoping to- 

• 	find fame and fortune. 	There he - studied under Tokimasa where 
• 	pupil sopn overtook master. 	- 	 - 

At the age of j4, during the Kyocho era (1211-36) he became a 
- 	-- retainer of Matsudaira Daigakñ-no-kami Yorisada, a-powerful 

lord,who allowed Yasuchika "to develop his skills. 	 - 
-YaSuchika seemed to have the wander-bug and in his --search - for 
fulfilment left his services and began to work iii the Nara 

- 	style. 	Although Yasuchika did not gain fame in th-Nara 	- 

I- - style during his -life, he is now known as one of. the Nara 
San Saku- (three great Nara masters) the other two being Suguira 
Joi and Toshinega.  

- Most of his-life was spent in financial straits which may iell 
haveaf-fecte.d his.work. Simplicity was forced or him and he. 
had to tise.a. minimum of elaborate decoration and cñly - 

-- - - occasional nanako work. 	- 	- 	 - 	- -- - - 

dides being a great tsuba maker, Yasuchika is known for making 
small fittings, netsàke and inro. - His styiesvaried greatiy. 
Basically a Shonai Shoami worker, he also employed desiàns of 
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Edo and Bushu as well ,as being a master of the Nan school. 
He liked. landscapdà, animal and human figureé, historical 
and mythological,,subjects and ,executed these in a variety of 

• 	- 	 - 	 ' 	• 
Although' he did not always reach the heights..of perfection 
attained by Kaneiye, Nobuiye or Nyeju hd was one of the èreatest 
of tA'e Tokugawa period tsuba makers. ,., He died at the sge -of ,  .75 
in 1744 at his' home'near the Kancla Myojin Shrine.  

A Patroh  
In 1632  the Hosokawa family were made Daimyes of Higo Province, 
having left Kokuré -and before that Tango province. 	It 
evident 'that- Lord Hosokawa was apatroñ of the arts and it is 
said that'he even made 'tsuba himself, indeed one purporting to 
beby-him'was'given a.Juyo rating sometime ago. 	The first 
Lord Hosokawa and his son had working for them four of the 
greatesttsuba'makerS.of the early Tokugawa period, all - working 
in Higo at-the same time. 	They were:  

- - -- 
	1. ' Hiratá Hikózo 	' 	 . 	. 	•'. - 

2. Haynshi Matashichi  
3. Shimizo Jingo  
4. I'iishigaki Kanshiro (nephew of'Hikozo) 

All : fotir of.tliese masters were probably accomplished artists, 
before coming -together under .Hosokawa. 	Their. styles were' quite 
different :and although there was probably some. -influence from 
each other, they retained their different approaches. 	Some 
generalisations,- however, maybe. made about these,"Higo Tsuba". 

Higo iron is readily recognisable by its superb qualities of - 
workmanship. c,The 'surface of Higo tsuba have rich variations 
in texture anti Iron of a rich,black colour. 	Creatively the 
Higoartistè'. originality of both naturalistic and abstract 
designs, influenced many of, ,the schools of the Tokugawa period. 

,Rirata Hikozo 	•; -, 	, 	. 4. 	 . . 	
.-' 	 t 	 -,. 

Before the patron Hosokawa 'became Daimyoof Higo one Of his 
retainers in Tango Provinde was the father of Hiràta Hikozo. 
When the Lord moved to Higo, both father- and soil accompanied 
him. , -• • .. -' ' • - 

Hikozo, in his tuxn became a Hokozaja re tainer  forare pu t ed 

100 keku of"rice. 	It is not'known froth,whom Hikozo learnt 
the skills of making tsuba but it is apparent' that he was 
strongly influenced by the Tachi—Kanaguchi school, although 
thebest work of this 'schoOl'does not measure'üp to. that of 
Hikbzo - Similarities are that they both use the. Yanagane 
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or brass plate and the rim of the tsuba is often of shakudo 
or silver. 

Very often the tsüba of'Hikozo are oval, mokko or nadekàkuata 
(rounded square shaped) and: the plates are of Yaragane, pure 
copper,. shishu and occasionally shakudo and iron, patinated 
and coloured with Hikozo's own processes. 	His techniques 
include,. shishiai bo±'i (sunken reliefcdi-vin), katákiri, 
shigareLyasuri (intermittent broken radial lines). 	One 
particular speciality, peculiar to ±his mali 	Okina-yasuri, 

• 	which looks like an old man's beard made up of broken, 
• 

	

	curved concentric circles. 	The masterful use of these 
techniques, coupled with his superb plate making produced some 
great tsuba, combining the best of metar working techniques 
with some pf those of the master painter.  

It is important to handle genuIne pieces by this man; as only 
one example of a tsuha:thigned "Hiko Hikozo" is khown to 

( 	exist. - The texture of plate and its patination are very 
.. difficult to reproduce and so make telling genuine from fake 

rel&tively easy, providingof course one has sethi the 'right' 
one in the first place. 	 • 	.-. 	 - 

Havashi Matashichj 

Born In 1613 (Keicho18)'ii Owi Province Hayashi Matashichi. 
was variously known s Shigeyoshi, Shigeharu. but was famous as 
Matashichi. 	His family lived in the town of Kasugâ and at 
first he studied to.become. a gunsmith. 

Hayashi Matashichi's father was a retainer of the famous Lord 
Kato Kiyomasa and they moved to Kamamoto castle :  in Higo 

-• 	
Province. 	After Kiyomasa's death he remained in the service 
of his son Tadahiro until his banishment in 1632, 	At this 
time he moved to Higo where he became a retajner of Lord 
Hosokawa where he worked until his death in 1699  (Genroku 12) 
at the age of 87. 	 . 

•ThÔ fact that.Matashichilived •in Owari province in his 
earlier years had a gioat' influence on his tsubá making' after 
he had turned from gunmàking. 	Many good •tsuba were at this 
time being made by the Owari-Sukashi school of which 
Matashichj's iron work bears a close resemblance. 	-Unlike 
the abstract geometrical designs of the Owari school, 
Matashichi"à designs 1  were more syrnetrical and the subjects 
naturalistic,-withadded nunome and hira-zogan (gold -
filigree type)which added richnessto the design. .... The use 
of cherry-blossom,. paulowina, drops of water and.kiri feature. 
in his designs regularly. 	 . 
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Shirnizu Jingo  

Shimizu Jingo's real name was Nibei and it is thought that the 
prvipusly mentioned Hirata Hikozo,washis uncle. ' He bhanged 
his, name. to Shimizu and was ,thon.known- as Shimizu,'and all 
later generations were known as Shimizu Jingo. 

The first -Shimizu' was, famous for rustic: or heavy:  .tsizba.. 	The': 
ironwork was yery::goo'&' but thick and heavy .withan undulating 
textured surfabe.. Most often they, were of a' squared round. 
shape, a 'squared mokko or aoir,i gata (trapezoidal), round 
tsuba being'rare.  

. , These tsuba look the heaviest and. strongest: ;of.'ail Higo tsuba. 
This is partly due to the shape, partiy.due to the irregular 
texturing of the surface of the plate accentuated with strong 
suemon inloy, ; (large por.tions of inlaid, metal). 	His subject 
matter is completely at one with this style of plate. .The 
use of-designs of' an eagle on a,branch, a large rooster, a 
turtle etc.', executed in a heavy bold manner illustrate' this 
point. 	Later generations pf'en lack the, power 'and, control 
of the first master although some are qutte'weii.rated. 

The nunone-zogan in gold and silver often gives the appearance' 
of being worn. or r&bbed  on Shimizu tsaa 	Thus, howeyer., is 
intentional' and not asi'gn of deteriorati'orior msuse. 	The 
nunome-zogañ work ,that'Shimizu-Jingo did is considered to,be 
surpassed by later Een'erations but his bold brass, inlays were 
never bettered. 	He died', still 'in' the service, of Hosokawa in' 
the year 1675  (Empo  3).  

Nishagaki Kanshiro 

-. 	The shodai .Nishigaki'Kanshiro::is:belieyed to have been apriest 
in Tanba Provinceuntil he joined Lord,Hosokawain Higo Province. 

He seems to have been influenced to some degrep by several other 
artists, including Hirata Hikozo from whom he learnt the 
methods of Kaiarigane; (sof,t';metal) . teuba,,by-' Hayashi T4atashichi t 
who influenced his, Sukashi.work and also by Shimizu Jingo. 
He mññaged, however', toproduceworkthat'was unique and 
totally differentfrom these'others.- - 	' ' 	' 

A favoui-it& subject was the depicting of•waves in brass, executed 
with af-ew chiseled strokes.' This subject,.as'twith' many 
Kanshiro Sukashi tsuba were often,, copied,; by c.ontempories and 
many are'very. good 'imitations. . ' The quality of;.his., ironwork 
and the economy of strokes in his chisel work 'are the mark, 
of the master.  

( 
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The second Nishigaki Kanshiro, son bf the first master, 4as V 

also an artist of great repute. 	His work tended to be 
somewhat more refined and delicate than that of his father 
whose bold and powerful desighs had a different appeal. 

The diversity, creativeness'and va'r'iety of these two men, 
influenced the styles and methods of many of the later 
Higo workers. 	The first Nishigaki 'Kanshiro died in"1693 
(Genroku 6) at the age of 81. 

Bibliography: Yasuchika by Tomijiro Mizaki Samaisha 
• Great Masters of Buba-ko by Gery Solomon 

Japanese Sword Guardsby Sir Arthur Church 

JAPANESE ALLOYS AND METALS USED IN SWORD FUHNITUPE 

We have all seen and appreciated tsuba and may have wondered 
at the different -alloys and metals used in their manufacture. 
Iron may be of the highest quality and the beauty of such 
tsuba is very often in the design. 	Sometimes easier for 
the layman to appreciate, 'ai-e th6se tsuba made up of alloys 
such as shakudo, shibuchi'etc. 'names I for onà use and 
recognise, but have not fully understood for some time. 
In conjunction with the afcregoing notes on'tuba makers, I 
felt the following may-lie of use to some members. . 	Comments 
from the "metallurgical" faàtion of the society would be very 
much appreciated. 	.. 

Shakudo and Shibuôhi are two such all oys, peculiar to Japan and 
found nowhere else as far as I am aware. 	In their pure cast 
form there is little to recommend these alloys and their 
beauty becomes more apparent when their surfaces are patinated 

• byspecialtreatnient. . 

t Shakudo: 	Shakudo in its finished fo±m is a dark blue-black 
colour, and sometimes called "U-kin" 	comorant gold. 	Before •or 

. 
• . it is patinated it is of a deep áopper' colour -as sotho. may 

• 
already know from observing overcleaned tsuba, when it has: 
the appearance of broñzé. 

• The presence of not less than about'k% gold was considered 
essential in order to obtain the finest black' sheen. 	. 	This 
amount was very varThblé, however, as there were no less than 
fifteen grades of shakudo;' the lowest knownas "chusho" 
contains only traces of gold. 	The shakudo of.  the Satsuma 
artists was generally considered to be the richest and most 
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valuable although some ;  of .those made in Edo were considered as 
good. 	 I 	 . 	 .' 	 •' 	 :, 	 .. 

Certainly some of the finest work in éhakudo. appears, in the 
furniture of swords, one of the earliest recorded being on the 
sword ofAshikagaTakauji ( 1335- 1357). 	It would seem that no 
large castings were made in tjtis ftlloy. but from the time of.  
Goto .Shirobei. (1 109-1512), the first of the Goto ,line 1 , up to 
the end of the Edo period it ias in common:us o , particularly. 
in the manufacture of tsuba. 

• 	The alloy has: the.:properties of being both malleable and" 
ductile-(able to be hammered.into sheets and drawn into 
wire) which.rnust have made it very 'workable'. 	Its 
popularity was no doubt scrnewhat due to. .the rich black surface 
providing a perfect gràunct fófinlEirin'g ó'thir metals such as 
gold, silver and copper. 

The patiriatiönä, of'èourse',"théithpbrtantpaxt'of the 
making of shakudo.,1- quote verbatim one method for producing 
thenecessary patina, and trust it p understood- as it stands: 

-"The object-is first boiled in a-lye prepared by 
lixivating wood ..ashes,.;aQter,which it,,is carefully 
polished, if necessary with.charcoal powder. 	It 
is then immersed in, plum-vinegar containiqg common 
.salt in solution, and af-ter.being washed with.,d 	-- - 

- weak lyq t  is placed-in, a tub .of,water to remove all - 
- traces of alkali. ., After thistreatment it is-

digested in a boiling solution of copper sulphate, - - 
verdigris and water,, to which sometimes potassium 

- nitrate is added,-until the desired patina is 
produced"o 	(i 	

. 	 ••,'; 	-' 	- 	 -: 	 ' 	 . 	- , - 	 - . - 

(Transactions of the.4apan Society) - 

Shibuchi: The name means that it contains onepart of silver 
in every four. 	An analyses of alloys in the shibuchi group 
show that. the silvercontent ties from .13.5% so% (Table II) 4 
Like -  shaküdo,,the.beauty of this alloy maybe seen in the. - 
patination of the metal rather 'than, in-. its untreated, state,, 

- , which is a dull, unimaginative, 'gun barrel grey,, or, pale, 
- 	 bronze colour. 	It retains an overall greyish appearance 

when . patinatedL but of a richer and, more aesthetically, pleasing 
quality. '-'Itt. the' same:;wayas shakudo, therefore,-, it provides 

- a' good background for.other,metals, such as gold, silver and 
copper. 	The patination. process is. the same as that of 
shakudo.  

Shibuchi seems to have also been in use in the Ashikaga period 



(1338-1573). 	There are in existence severa1masterpieces {n 
the alloy, includjag...a kogarbyGotbTokuJO (1631) aad a 
Kodzuka by .Goto Junjo (1690) whilst 'it the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries it was commonly employed in the 
manufacture of sword mounts. 	The first official mention of 
the alloy (that is tosay, ihofficialrecorcis).dates fi'om 
as late as the beginning of the éighteenthcèntury, when it 
was.used.intho. ; Government Mint in the preparation of 
debased silver: bars known as"chü-gin"(trade silver) and 
used for commercial purposes. 	It was at ábbut this time 
also used in tsuba and given a bright silver finish by-the 
application of a different patination procesi. 	- 

. 	It should be noted that shabuchi is rathçr moreof a generic 
name, the quantities of silver variñg so much. 	As previously 
mentioned shibuchi in its purest is one pattofsi1ver in four. 
Similarly when silver is one part and copper two parts the 
alloy is cdlled "sanbo-gin" and "hoji-ëin" consists of equal 

( parts of each metal but also several lower and Intermediate 
alloys. - It is in faót "sanbo-gin" that is most often used 
by art-metal workers. 

• •- 	Sentoku: This yellow alloy is used as a gold substitute in 
much sword furniture Of the seventeenth-nineteenth centuries. 

An interesting sâory of how it was discovered has mãtiy 
parallels with the story of discovery of prehistoric man 
discovering cooked meat. 	Known on the Chinese mainland 
a legend describes the destruction of a temple by fire, when 
the bronze vessels, brass and gold of the altar were melted 
together into a mass. 	The beautiful colour of the metal 
attracted the attention of some art founders, who after many 
unsuccessful attempts, finally managed to reproduce it. 

The basic composition of the alloy is copper, tin and zinc. 

With the use of tl:ese alloys, shakucio, shibuchi and sentoku, 
t combined with basic metals such as iron, gold, silver and 

copper, the Japanese tsuba maker was able to use colour, as 
well as form in his quest for.  perfection. 

- 11. - 
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INDEX TO ILLUSTRATIONS' 

1. 	Iron tsuba iñitating wood, a shibuchi sâakedrawlinr6und 
the edge. 	Signed Shoami, late Edo period. 

2.. Early Goto work, shakudo plate withterj i1âeIn4riakowof.k. 
Details in gold, silver and shakudo, 	very rare piece, 
circa A.D. 11150. 

3. Sentoku tsuba; the 'de€ailinlald'withdojper, shakudorid 
shibuchi, 	The reflection of the moon is silver S , signed 
Shozul at the age of 63. 

4. Very rare kodzuka, shakudo plate with fiiie nanako ground. 
Design of Japanese gold coins, signed Gotoffojo. 

5. ShakudoKodzuka with silver karennO,intaid with thinéi 	C 
silver arrow, signed Somin. 	- 	 1. 

6. Pair-of fuchi-kashira. 	The plate of iron and the • 	"surface inlaid with dropS of silver. • 	• •• 

7.- An .attractive paid of fuchi-kashira the plate metal • 	being of copper, shakudo, gold and silver mokume. H 
Unsigned. 
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- 	SWORD POLISHING 

Back in 3968', them-ken Soblety 'wéje kindly invited tp a Sherry 
Reception andKehd6E'ening'run by the Nenriki Dojo at the 
WilliatnHárper Sbhdol, Elephant and.Castle. 	I'remember this 

	

MM 	even.ng very well indeed because Six' Frank Bowdeñ.had at this 
reception the Iéhimànji 'blade' he' had recently ürchased at one 
of the London Auction Rooms. 	1t was 'a lot.of money then for a 
Japanese sword, f'suppose by today's prices it as' cheap but to 
me it still seems a lot of,money. 	Bon Dale, then Chairman of 
the' To-Ken, offered me a lift'bome and at some 'stage of the 

,journey managed' to.talk me into actepting responsibility for 
handling'theswordsgoing over toJapan forpolishing. 	Prior 
to this i'few of uá"had given sivord bladeèto Ben at. dàe of the 
meetings to act asguinea pigs in a pilot scheme to lend swords 
to Japan for polishing, and to find out what sort of job was 
made of them. 

( Since taking on this Job I have written to lots of people and 
received letters from alt o'ter the World,' even to receiving a 

	

ft 	telephone call from Canada, which the G.P.O. forgot to charge for. 

To-date the numb'erof swords going out for polishing amount to 
ninety seven, this does not include the present batch. 	They 
have arrived in all s1-iapesnd Sizes, Tanto, Wakizashi, Katana, 
Tachi, even the odd couple of Naginata and one Yari, butl am 
afraid even the Japanese tbaulked at a Magari Yari. 	lam 
informed the polisheis are not too keen on Yari, it is 

• 

	

	 possibly quicker and' easier to polish sword bladep as opposed 
to the many edges of spears. 

For those'not conversant'with the,system I will.explain that, 

	

- 	apart from the polishing facilities, if we wish, our swords, 
may be entered'for appraisal withthe Japanese Shinsa Board' 

• 	and it is always' rather excitingto seeif ones blade has been 
awarded a papr. , There are two grades, Green being the 
highest and' indicates a good blade', then White which 'is given 
to bldes that in their opinion are genuine, all other blades 
are disqualified. 	In these'Shinsa' the ToKen Society have, 
faired quite well being able to boast ••of 25 Green Papers, 22 
White and only 10 Disqualified. 	Also, we have to'bear in mind 
that snmebatches did riot"go in for'appraisal becdu'se'the 
N.B.T.H.K.centralised its meetings which created a vast 
backlog of swotds,'this went on for some time before they went 
back to the old systeM, and as it meant us laying swords that 
were" ready to be returned fo'r several more months we decided 
to éive the Shinàá amiss with a. couple of batches. 	On one 
occasion a bladewas"d1s'qüàlifi'edby the' Shinsa P'anel'for just: 
having' Hizen (Np) Kuni, the rest of: the sisnature being cutoff, 
so it.wnuld seeman old or' partial forgery is enough to 
disqualify 'a blad e .: 	•. 	 '' . 	 ' 

- 16. 
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Now to prices, in 1969 ths,.pr1cç,fora.Katana, Repolish, 
Shirasaya, Shinsa, Air Fre±ht6t6;. - wait50.50, a Wakizashi 
£40. . 1 had an armour piercing.Taptoof Naginata style fpr 
the grand sum of £28 and £10 ofthat was Customs 'and Air .  
Freight 1 Cbargè., The same sqord blades at October.l976 cpme 

- 

	

	 out at £222 for a Katanà .t165 to £215 foi a. 1Iakizashi, and 
£122 for a Hira—Tsukuri Tanto Blade for polishing only 
a ccdrdingto class brblade,.'i.e. if' its. a good blade one..gets 
a good polish even if a cheap one is asked for. 

Frrm those few swords in the original test batch back in 1969 
a lot of swnrds havegone to, Jpan.: Ho%!Yer, as with..... 
everything tbbsedayi,:infia.tion has.,taken its. toll and members 
are not too happy about splashing out two hundred pounds to 
have a blade polished, especialiy,.on top of the price.they have 
to pay for their swords today. ...

. . 	 . 

David Parker 

..... 

TOWER
. 

OF 
.....

:.. 

LONDO
....  

THE NEW. ORIENTAL GALLERY AT THE 	 N 

At long last the Tower of London has opened its new Oriental 
Gallery iii ' ihe *Wa~ terloo Barracks bhind. the White Tower. 

The permanent eihibition is: beautifully, housed. ;  in roomS 
especially.ari'anged for It and tastefully lit so that all, the 
cases are illuminated and the rooms themselves have a minimum 
of distracting light. 

 

As one would expeCt from a gallery,,of this.naturd housed in such. 
a distinguished venue the.exhibits.are of a very high standard. 
Most: countries ,of.the Orient arelrepreseritëd wi th weaohs and 
armour from India, han, Tibet, Mbngolia.and, of course, Japan. 
Needless to say the Japanese section is by far the most 
comprehensive as one would expect from an exhibition of 
this kind originally conceived by the Late H. Russell Robinson 
who so tragically died in January this year and never saw the 
gallery opened. 	It comprises an impressive display of some 
16 armours plus helmets and a selection of swords and sword 
furniture, bows, arrows, matchlocks and horse harness. 

Most of the exhibits.are.from the Tower's..owfl ci,llectioñ and 
others are on lan from the Natiénal TruSt.,. Wade, Collection 
Snowshill.Manor.and the Victoria and Albèi-t Museum. 	As it 
is quite .scmetimenow since any of these pieces was onshow 
it is a welcome sight. ., One- iteo 'vhich has not: been •on 
exhibition before is.one ofçthe twosuiteof:arinour pre!en t'ed' 
to James I in 1613. 	The pair to this one is signed Iway 
Yozaemon, is in tolerably good condition for its age and. 
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been on exhibition before but this one which had suffered 
terribly over the years has been completely restored in 
Japan and is on show for the first time. 	Both suits are of 
good quality and were macis in the 16th century. 	They were 
mounted in 1613. 

EXCURSION TO JAPAN 

S . 

We have been informed by Mr Toga Katsuyama that he is 
organising another visit to Japan from Octcber 18th to the 
30th this year. 	This coincides with the Exhibition to be 
held from October 20th to the 22nd by The society for the 
Preservation of Japanese Art Swords. 	An extensive tour of 
places of interest has been arranged. 	The cost is 
D.M. 3,600 basic. 	Personal expenses will be extra and 
the Registration Fee for the Exhibition is Y 35,000. 
Details are available from Mr Katsuyama at: 

Hofgeest 30, Amsterdam, Holland. 

TOURS BY THE JAPAN SOCIETY INC. OF THE USA 

The Society will conduct three travel and study programmes to 
Japan in 1978,  May 28 - June 11, June 30 - July 23 and 
November 1 - 22. 	Details may be had from The Japan Society 
Inc., 333E 47th Street, New York 10017, USA. 
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